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ofºilſ, and therefore a pl. pl., M) suff: (M,
- , of -

Mºb, K.) that "...iº is a sing. [and not like
2 of

3: which is a quasi-pl. n.) is shown by the

saying of a poet,

• O.- - - bacº • ~ * • * 0.3 -

+ 5,4-iſs, J.S. ºi & tº #

* * > . .” z - e i - 22

+ gº-º-º! L-3 rºº Cº-i-1 cº-ºx +

(K) or ºf 33 (Mº) [i. e. What is between
her first morsel, when it descends into her throat,

and another that follows it, is the measure of a

finger-nail]: or, as some relate it, <ºsſ 3.

[nchen she smallon's]; and it is thus cited [in the

Tand] in the “Başār" of the author of the K.

(TA.) The phrase jià L33 Jé- in the Kur

vi. 147 comprises camels and ostriches; (so in

the T and TS and L; but in the K, tº is

erroneously put for Atºl; TA;) because their

2-4 are like jići to them: (T, K, TA:) IAb

says that it comprises camels; and also ostriches,

because they have nails like camels: or any bird

that has a -º-, and any beast that has a solid

hoof: or, accord to Mujáhid and Katádeh, every

beast and bird that has not divided toes; as the

camel and ostrich and goose and duck. (T.A.)

—[Hence,) £9. is the name of + Certain

small stars; (S;) certain stars before 2:

[meaning &#91 *: i. e. the star & of Lyra :

app. because regarded as the talons of the J-5]:

(K:) or a certain dim star in 3&til [q. v., i. e.

the constellation Lyra]. (Kzw.)—[Hence also,
• 3 * - 22 pº • * * : * ~ * *

3alal Jºg asl, (T,) or Alaſ! Axis al. (TA,)

f Verily he is one nho does not slay or wound an

- © . & * 2 o wº

enemy: (T, TA ) and ess &é,iii, Asti. al

vºtºſ t Verily he is one who does little hurt to
- 3 - * * >

mankind. (T, A, TA) And jiul Jºſé sº

1 He is neak, or abject, or despicable; (T, S, K,

TA;) said of a man; (K, TA;) or sojºJi.

(K: [in the TA, as from the K, lilº i.)

or the is sick, or diseased. (A.) And &ºil, *

Jº. 1 [app, meaning In him is an evil result of

d disease, that has clung to him]. (A, TA.

[In the A, this immediately follows what here

next precedes it; and is immediately followed by

the words 4.34% (#3, which seem to be added

by way of explanation; thus in my copy; but I

think that * 34% here is a mistake for 233iº,

and have assumed this to be the case in rendering

the phrase.])- Andº & 9iº &: <;

f [lit. I rounded him much, from his nail to the

edge of his eyelid; but mentioned as tropical;

app. meaning from toe to head]; like as one says,

ºft & 2: (A)—And is jºb º (K) or

Žiš Š, jià law us, (A, O,) : There is not in

the house any one. (A, O, K.) And S-eyº tº

§: S3 º ãº f The year of drough: Aft 70t

anything; and sometimes they said jº, with

ſet-h, and in this case they said " jià, for assimi

lation. (A in art. 21.) And jić & 11

saw him himself (0, K, TA)—ºjić is the

name of + A certain plant, (K, TA,) resembling

what is [properly] thus termed [i. e. the talon of

the vulture]. (TA.) And Liljić is the name

of t Another plant. (K, TA)—And iii,
… • of

(M,) or 2\alsº), (T, M, A, Mgh, O, K, &c.,) for

this word in the sense here following has no sing.

(T, M, O, K) accord. to the author of the 'Eyn,
- - º ,- - 6, 2 o &

(M,) but sometimes one said 53-13 W 3,\Als',

which is not allowable by rule, and made the pl.

of this to bejºus, (T, O, K,” [mentioned in the

M as a pl. of jiā,1,1) though, if they formed a

sing from it, it should be jiā, (T, o, K) signi

fies t A certain odoriferous substance, (T, Mgh,

O, K,) or a sort thereof, (M,) [i.e. unguis odo

ratus, (called in the present day -º jià and

****) jiū) or unques odorati,) black, (T, M,

O,) resembling a Ailº [or nail] (T, M, Mgh, O,

K) of a man (M) pulled out (in the M and O

and K -ā, and in the T -i.) from the

root thereof, (T, M, O, K, [but in the M, the

words which I have rendered “pulled out” &c.

immediately follow the words ** &-*
J - d ?. - - -

33-1,..) or resembling the jūki [or finger-nails],

(A,) and put into a.º.3 [or incense]: (T, M, O :)

and, accord. to the K, "jū, sometimes imper

fectly decl., i. e. "jū, signifies the same; but

this is very strange, for [SM says] I have referred

to the M and T and O and other lexicons without

finding them to have mentioned in this sense any

term butjúñº or jià. : accord. to the “Min

háj,” -.” | jägi are pieces of an odoriferous

substance resembling theMili [properly so called];

they are said by [the Arabic translator of] Dios

corides to be of the nature of the shards of shells,
• * ~ of o o

[so I render ~32.21 – 5-1 v is cº, supposing

-35-4-1 to be here used tropically,) found in an

island of the Sea of India where is theJº [or

spikenard], a sort whereof is [called] Jºſ; [i. e.

of El-Kulzum], and another which is [called]

Jºº [i.e. of Bábill, black and small, and the

best is that which inclines to n:hiteness, nºbich

drifts to El-Yemen and El-Bahreyn. (TA.)

[Forskål, in his “Descr. Animalium” &c., men

tions what here follows, among the animal sub

stances of the materia medica of Cairo, in page

143: “Unguis odoratus. (Opercula Cochl.) Dof:

el afrit, cºal jià i.e. unguis damomis. E

Mochha per Sués. Arabes etiam afferunt. Ni

gritis fumigatorium est.” (jā-3 is here written,

agreeably with the usual vulgar pronunciation,
e - 0 - 6 , of

for Jils.) See also *:#.] –Jülel signifies also

+ Large cº [or ticks]. ($, O, K.)- And

+ The creased parts of a skin. (M., T.A.)- And

the21% of a bow is : The part in the curved end

that is beyond the place where the string is tied,

to the extremity: (AS, T, S, M,” O, K:*) or the

end of the bow: (K:) or each end of the bow,

beyond the place where the string is tied : (A:)

pl. ãº. (M, TA.)- See also šić.

jºlº :
-

see the next preceding paragraph.

---

Jºlº, in a man, The quality of having long

nails. (ISk, S, O.) [App., in this sense, an

inf. n. of which the verb is 34%; as it is in other

senses: see 1.]= See also šić.H Also Lon',

or depressed, ground, (S, O, K,) that produces

plants, or herbage. (S, O.)

3.4 Sharp in the nail [or having sharp nails].

(A.)– And A man having upon his eye what is

termed a jiē; (A3) and so "...ii. (T, A,

Mgh, K)– And šić& An eye having what

is termed a 5.4%; (T, M, A, K5) as also w; iſ...

(A.)= Also [Successful;] victorious; applied to

a man; ($;) and so *}sus: (Msb, TA:) or

* (IDrd, M, A, K) and "...ſ. (IDrd, M, K)

and ºil, (IDrd, $gh, K) but this is said by

IDrd to be not of established authority, (TA)

and "jiaº (IDrd, M, A, K) and Yºº A-,

(IDrd, O, K,) all signify a man very, or often,

successful or victorious: (IDrd, O, TA:) or t one

who does not endeavour after a thing without at

taining it. (M, A, K.)

º- º º o a

Siſ. and ºl. see als.

****

3, alº A certain plant, burning, or biting, to

the tongue, (K, TA,) resembling thejić [or nail]

in its coming forth, (TA,) that has a beneficial

effect upon foul ulcers, and narts. (K, TA.)

Andjº âté The rounded head of prickles of

the [thistle called] u_*. (K,” TA.)—See also

the next paragraph.

6.--

5.4% A pellicle that comes over the eye, (T, S,

Mgh, O, K,) growing from the side next the nose,

(T, S, O,) upon the white of the eye, (S, Mgh,

O,) extending to the black : (S, O:) sometimes

it is cut off: if left, it covers the eye, and ob

scures the sight: (T:) or a certain disease in the

eye, nihich causes a tegument like the nail to come

over it: or a piece offlesh that grows at the inner

angle of the eye, extending to the black, and some

times encroaching upon the black : (M :) it is

also called "jiù (A’obeyd, T, S, M, Mgh, o,

K) and Y ##, (T, Mgh,) these two terms being

applied to it by the physicians, (Mgh,) and

"Jiā (TA) and **k, (so in a copy of the T,

as on the authority of Ibn Buzuri) or " ãº.

(So in the O.) -

jić and jūg: See Jiā.E [jić is well

known as the name of a city in El-Yemen; or,

accord. to the O, of two cities and two fortresses

in El-Yemen. And accord. to the TA, it signi

fies Any land that is 54% Jºly : but the latter of

these two words has been altered by an erasure

over the second letter, and is perhaps incorrect:

if not, it may mean, agreeably with the analogy
6.- … o.

of many words of the measure #44, as 39.xie

and i-º, and ãº. &c., such as possesses

means of overcoming, or mithstanding, invaders:

and it may be that hence júſ, is in two instances

the name of a fortress.]

* [app. syn. with aſ: and 3.1%) is one of

the appellations of the Prophet. (MF, TA.)
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